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that I have written down here, as primary functions of ch. govt. This one

is very ±t±g,c vital. I would like to ask you, between now and Tuesday, if

you would, not to spend much time on this, but to spend a little time on it.

I am going to put ten copies of this form of government for the Bible

Presbuterian Church in the library (end of record)

Record kO

And I would be pleased if you would have time to spend , say a half

hour, looking rx through it.. Asking jxx yourself this question, what does

this book t do toodecided who is going to be the preacher in the church. And

there will be other things that we would like to tx study in this book, at

various times during the rest of the year. So, if any of you care to buy a copy

from M. Runt, it would k help in connection with other assignments, and also

with xxtxxx class discussions. Now, I would x be very happy to get these for

you for just a quarter. We will have ten in the library. Now, if any of you

know of a handy book like this that presents a form of govt. of any other'

denomination, that would be useful for consideration in this course, if you

could get me one copy, I would be glad to run through it and make references.

If you get two or three, I might be able to assign work in it. I you could

igx get as many as ten, then I will put them in the library and make definite

assignments in them. Because I think it would be most useful if we could

compare our viewpoints and questions, and see what certain systems are that

are used by certain groups. And you see, this is this vital question, how

is the preaching protected. Row is the determination of the preacher in

the Bible Presbyterian Church. Well, I would be equally interested in having

you decided kx about other churches, if we could get copies such as we can

compare with these. So if any of you know of a booklet, if you could get them

I would be very glad to have them available to all who care to see them.

(break in record)

/The primary function of oh. govt. is to determine who shall preach to

a certain g congregation. And it is what we have looked at. You notice how

great an importance this matter was, and that actually this is by no means all
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